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Today, Bride and Groom are going to tie God’s Knot, or The Cord of Three Strands ceremony. It symbolizes the joining of one man, one woman, and God into a marriage relationship.

Marriage takes three: Both of you and God. It is God who teaches us to love. By keeping Him at the center of your marriage, His love will continue to bind you together as one throughout your marriage.

As you can see, here there are three different colored cords that Bride and Groom are going to tie together.

The gold strand represents the divinity of God. The covenant of marriage is initiated by Him. Your marriage will be built under His authority, and is intended to glorify Him.

The purple strand represents Groom. As the husband loves his wife and submits himself to the Lord, the Lord in turn will demonstrate His great love in the marriage relationship.

The white strand represents Bride. The purity of the Bride is represented in white. As the wife honors her husband and submits herself to the Lord, the Lord in turn will nurture and strengthen the marriage relationship.

I do not claim to be the original author of this script. I am sharing it like this to make it easier for anyone to use.